coal until such time as Jerry Toney could bring in cinder blocks
and construct permanent stoppings on the section.  Pittman
thereafter, as he had on the previous Friday, told his men that
Thomas wanted him to produce coal until the stoppings could be
built and the men again produced coal with the realization that
Pittman's job would be jeopardized if they declined to run coal
until adequate ventilation could be provided (Finding No. 6,
supra).
Pittman's initial brief (pp. 19-30) argues that Pittman's
calls to Thomas concerning ventilation were safety complaints
which irritated Thomas so much that Thomas said nothing in
Pittman's defense when the mine superintendent, Blankenship,
inspected the 3B Section on Monday and discharged Pittman after
finding him to be producing coal without adequate ventilation
(Finding Nos. 9-13), supra).
There can hardly be any argument but that a section fore-
man's report to the mine foreman of inadequate ventilation is
an act which is protected under section 105(c)(1) of the Act,
but under the Pasula test, supra, Pittman is obligated to prove
that his discharge "* * * was motivated in any part by the pro-
tected activity."  Even if everything Pittman alleged in this
proceeding were true, neither Thomas nor Blankenship would have
had any reason for discharging Pittman for calling Thomas on
Friday and Monday to report that he had inadequate ventilation
on his section.  Thomas, of course, did not discharge Pittman,
but if he had, Pittman's reporting of inadequate ventilation
would not have been an irritant to Thomas because Exhibits A
and C show that Pittman produced at least an average amount of
coal on both Friday (109 shuttle cars) and Monday (100 shuttle
cars). (Pittman's production was greater than that achieved by
3C Section on both days and greater than 3A Section on Friday.
On Monday, the 3A Section did outproduce Pittman's 3B Section
by 11 shuttle cars.
Both of Pittman's briefs argue extensively (Initial, pp.
19-30r and Reply, pp. 6-8) that Thomas was so production
oriented, that he would have been greatly upset with Pittman
for calling him on two successive production days to advise
him that there was "no" air on the section.  Since Thomas ob-
tained a very satisfactory run of coal from Pittman's section
on both days, Pittman's claim that his calls about a lack of
air on his section annoyed Thomas so much that Thomas wanted
to see_him discharged is not supported by the preponderance of
the evidence.  Thomas did not send the cinder blocks which
Pittman requested until Monday.  Since Pittman's calls did not
cause Thomas to take action toward constructing permanent stop-
pings any sooner than he had planned to do so, there is nothing
in the record to show that Pittman's having reported inadequate
ventilation to Thomas on Friday and Monday would have been such
an annoyance to Thomas that he would have been motivated by
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